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therRealm Studios and Mortal Kombat
X have released a new developer diary
for the game. In the new video,
NetherRealm Studios explains how
character progression is handled in
Mortal Kombat X. A lot of players
might be familiar with the Mortal
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Kombat 1 - 3 series, which had a
heavy reliance on experience leveling
and character progression. What is
interesting about Mortal Kombat X is
that progression is handled a little bit
differently. Instead of having
experience level and item level as the
two primary mechanics of character
progression, character progression in
Mortal Kombat X is based on players
gaining an "experience curve." This
means you gain experience points
when you defeat an opponent in
Mortal Kombat X matches. If players
are generally more skilled, they will
gain a lot of experience points and
they will gain levels. If they are a little
bit less skilled, they'll gain fewer
experience points and will not level up.
There are also things called the
"Powers" and "Attacks" that players
can learn which count as experience
points. Players with more experience
will have a higher experience curve
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and they will have access to more
powerful "Powers" and "Attacks".
[caption id="attachment_1198"
align="aligncenter" width="1250"]
[/caption]The Danger of Catastrophic
Damage Player progression in Mortal
Kombat X is not just limited to
experience leveling. In the developer
diary, NetherRealm Studios details a
mechanic called "Catastrophic
Damage." Basically, if you do a critical
hit or a super move, you'll get a
certain amount of experience. If you
do a pretty significant amount of
damage, you can build up a lot of
experience. If you do too much
damage, you can take a lot of damage
and be at a point where you reach the
point where you cannot recover. If you
do too much damage, you can be
knocked out of the fight. [caption
id="attachment_1197"
align="aligncenter" width="1250"]
[/caption]Some of the things that can
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happen depending on how much
damage you take In Mortal Kombat X,
you start the match with a set amount
of health. If you get critically injured
and lose a lot of health, you go into a
state where you cannot recover until
you get healed. If you get shot or
taken out of the fight, there are points
where you do not start at full health,
which means you start at a smaller
health percentage.
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